John Edward Cross Country (Series 3)
12 X 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Holidays
The psychic readings in the New York studio relate to one another because families seated in one
section of the audience have all lost children. After physically re-positioning the families, John gets
messages from a son of a police officer and his wife. Their son Daniel on other side is trying to lift
away Dad’s deep burden of guilt.

2. Heroes
In the New York City Gallery, John connects with the Wallace family whose 9/11 casualties span
generations. A few years after the patriarch of the family, one of New York’s Bravest, gave his life
in the Twin Towers, his son succumbed to the grief – and became another 9/11 passing. John
follows-up with this family in their home after the reading.

3. Remember the Good Times
The other side makes sure happier moments are treasured. In the New York studio – a man
named Jim is psychically challenged to acknowledge a second dad, who had committed suicide.
The show travels home with Jim to reconnect him to that dad and surviving extended family.

4. Together Forever
A father comes through in the studio with messages for his daughter Emily. John follows up with
both women at Emily’s home to memorialize the cosmic connection and the memory. Then a
husband and wife – who are both police officers, hear from relatives who like to stir things up. A
home visit reveals that their psychic reading has strengthened family bonds.

5. The Light
This episode begins as John is connecting with a mom in the audience named Gail, who has lost
her daughter Anjuli in a car accident. From the other side Anjuli reveals that even though she was
driving, she was not responsible for her and her boyfriend’s passing. This psychic message
releases a stream of relief for both Gail and her husband Jeremy.
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6. Four Psychics
At the top of the show John answers audience questions. This leads directly into the first reading
for Suzie and Bill, who came all the way from Corvallis, Montana to see John in New York. Their
son Christopher had died in a car accident. A visit to Montana reveals how their amazing reading
reinforced Chris’s family’s faith in the after-life.

7. Still With Us
The show begins with a reading for two Maryland sisters, April and Paige, who recently lost their
mom. John asks them to join them on stage with him to help them understand the limitations of
mediumship. John hears from mom (on the other side) that she is very concerned about Paige
being able to be a good parent due to her grief.

8. Energy Abounds
John connects with Alicia whose deceased father acknowledges chewing gum in his casket.
Alicia’s reading begins a journey that takes John back to her mother’s home months later. At the
family home, John uncharacteristically does another reading for Alicia’s husband Ethan and
mother Susan which uncovers a mystery.

9. Spiritual Fuel
The show begins with John reading a woman named Sheila in his NYC studio. She hears from her
parents. Her father – who died before Sheila could get home to be with him, knows exactly where
Shelia was when he died. The show follows up with Sheila at her New Jersey home and discovers
that she received spiritual messages while at the show, before her reading.

10. Keeping the Faith
The show begins when John connects a family in the studio audience with grandparents who have
passed away. The deceased generation wants to assure this family that their son (who recently
passed in a drowning accident) is with them. John also picks up that the son is trying to contact
the survivors with electronic interference at home.

11. The Process
The readings in this show feature a mother, Nancy and her daughters who while in the studio
audience humorously connect with Nancy’s mother on the other side. John psychically sees a
raised eyebrow which signifies this woman’s personality is the same in the afterlife as it was in life.
JECC travels to Pearblossom Ca, to further validate the reading.

12. Soul Song
John connects parents Barbara and Scott with their son who died in a motorcycle accident. John
follows up with the family, who validate John’s messages with symbols they have been receiving.
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Meanwhile, four sisters hear from their mom. Months later in their home in NJ, John discovers that
the afterlife communication motivated these women to bond the sisters’ families together.
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